Chemical anchor.

Easy to choose.

From Mapei's experience in the building and construction industry, a new range of products that are unique for their bond strength and reliability. They are certified according to ETA Standards and CE approved, a guarantee of consistent performance.

A range of easy-to-choose solutions, quickly identifiable thanks to their striking packaging, colour-coded according to their area of use.

Extraordinary versatility: just few products to cover all the various types of anchoring required by designers and on site. Strengthened and anchored with Mapei quality.

Easy to use.

- Safety for professionals.
- Simplicity for the user.
- Strength for everybody.

Definitely anchored!

Technical documentation
From the technical area menu you can view the technical documentation divided per product line and type of document.
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Easy to use.

Safety for professionals.

Simplicity for the user.

Strength for everybody.

The science of anchoring, the competence Mapei.
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